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LCRP MINUTES 
 
LCRP Full Partnership Meeting 
 

Date 10th January 2017 
Venue The Mintworks, Kendal  
 
Attendees 
 
Chair 
 
Partner 
Members 
 
 
Officers  
 
 
 

 
 
 
Audrey Smith AS (IWA) 
 
Robin Yates RY (Lancaster Canal Trust), Nick Smith NS (CRT), Wendy Humphreys WH (IWA 
NW), Richard Trevitt RT (LCT) Peter Jones PJ (LCT), Sue Sanderson SS (CCC), Chantelle 
Seaborn CS (CRT), Chris Hogg CH (KTC) Nick Cotton NC (CCC) 
 
Helen Moriarty HM (LCRP)  
Ruth Leahy RL (SLDC) 
Mark McTigue MM (LCC) 
David Gibson DG (CCC) 
Lynn Peglar LP (Lynn Peglar Communications) 
 

Apologies None received  
 

 
 
1. Welcome & Apologies  

 
Welcome new partners Chantelle Seaborn (C&RT) and Nick Cotton (CCC).  

 
Apologies as above.  
 

2. Review of previous minutes and actions 
 
Minutes agreed without amends. 
 
Outstanding actions included: 
 
- Establishing LCRP’s new constitution. Agreed to defer this action given current funding opportunities.  
 

3. LCRP Financial Overview 
 

HM provided the budget overview shared with Executive members prior to the meeting.  
 
Spend proposals included: 
 

3.1 £10,000 contribution towards the Kendal to Natland project  
(RY proposed, WH seconded. Carried unanimously) 



 

 

 
Discussion included highlighting the flexibility of LCRPs own contribution and that the £10,000 was in 
addition to Project Manager fees.  

 
3.2 PR/Communications contract  

(WH proposed, RY seconded. Carried unanimously) 
 
AS presented the background regarding this proposal noting that it would provide a LCRP with a 
communication strategy, regular PR to raise LCRP’s profile, a PR protocol to manage future PR activities 
across the partnership and a guide to support the Chair and Project Manager when PR opportunities arise 
via Lynn Peglar (LP) Communications.  
 
CS declared an interest as C&RT employ LP. CS continued to highly recommend LP skills and 
exceptional ability to create positive PR.  
 
CH questioned how an independent LCRP contract would link to the communications teams of the local 
authorities to ensure duplication was avoided.  
 
AS reassured that LP would be tasked with creating key relationships with all associated press officers 
and that the benefit of independence is that LCRP will be able to lead with own agenda rather than a 
piece meal approach via partners where LCRP’s message could be diluted.  
 
CS noted that credible organisations need to have a strong press presence and that the Lancaster Canal 
does face a press challenge which needs professional guidance. RT noted the disproportionate amount of 
PR gained by various splinter groups in comparison to LCRP. CS & AS provided an overview re such 
groups. 

SS commented that SLDC communications team are good at working in partnership which has recently 
been demonstrated via the Flood Recovery Group.  
 
NC advised that should LCRP be faced with unwanted PR it is okay to stall and benefit from LP advice 
and guidance.  
 
MM commented that LCRP is a complex group of core funders and supporters within one framework 
which will benefit from PR support especially when audiences are defined. He offered the support of 
Lancaster City Council communications team going forwards.   
 
NS asked if £4000 was the upper limit of the communications budget and WH asked if inclusion of printing 
costs or marketing materials was included in the budget. HM confirmed £4000 would be the total 
communications budget and that additional marketing costs, whilst not expected, would be covered from 
alternative budget lines. 
 
The Partnership approved a “retainer contract” with LP.  

 
3.3  Project Manager Contract 

(RT proposed and MM seconded. Carried unanimously) 
 
AS reminded members that the project manager had been offered a one year contract which would 
terminate at the end of April 2017.  The PMG had discussed this subject and wished to recommend that a 
12 month extension be offered (16hrs/wk for 45 wks/yr).  
 
AS briefly summarised HM’s achievements during the past 8 months.  Many members spoke in support of 
the proposal. 
 
Action AS - Confirm extension and terms to HM in writing. 
 

 
3.4 IWA Grant Conditions 
 

AS presented an overview of the IWA grant offer conditions including: 
 

• Providing copyright to IWA 
• Providing an electronic copy of report to IWA 
• Providing minute evidence of condition acceptance 
• Providing copies of Access Strategy invoices from Geraint Coles 



 

 

• Invoicing by 30th June 2017 
• Agreeing that IWA can produce PR about the grant and its purpose  

 
All agreed above conditions can be met.  

 
Action AS – Write to IWA re above conditions.  

 
3.5 LCRP Bank Account 

 
HM noted that the LCRP bank account is successfully open with invoices received from LCT. NS spoke about the 
transfer of existing funds from C&RT noting that they are verifying the preferred process internally.  
 
Action HM & NS – Organise the transfer of LCRP funding 

 
AS thanked partners for their approval of the continuation of the annual contribution. 
 
Action HM – Send all contribution invoices by end of Jan.  

 
4. Kendal to Natland Project Planning 

 
HM updated members regarding communications with landowners between Kendal and Natland. One landowner 
who had been written to had instructed his land agent to reply asking LCRP to deal through him. Members were 
somewhat dismayed by this action at this early stage but expressed hope that the positive clear line of 
communication would take the project forwards. 

 
The partnership discussed the advantages of utilising a land agent to represent LCRP and various 
recommendations were made.  

 
CS asked about accidental cover and the legal advice that may be required.  

 
DG noted that most landowners do have 3rd party liability which is lessened when the ownership of structures is 
transferred. If LCRP moved towards adopting structures the lessened liability may be welcomed by landowners.  

 
DG also recommended documenting each asset and investigating contract options regarding permissive access 
for cyclists between LCRP and each landowner.  

 
NC commented that Sustran’s are also experienced in these types of negotiations, noting that often farmers are 
concerned about stock movement, moving hard standing winter feeds and the separation of fields.  

 
Members queried if utilising a LCRP land agent to progress this matter would be enough to satisfy the conditions 
of SLDC funding. 

 
RL reassured members that land agent fees were noted in the application process and therefore should be 
expected.  
 
Action All – Send landowner recommendations to HM 
Action HM – Investigate fees and scope of land owner representation 
Action HM – Include reduced liability, asset audit and contract options in land owner discussions 
Action HM – Contact Sustrans  
Action HM – Keep SLDC informed regarding Land Agent progress and the proposed plan.  

 
5. PMG Review 

 
AS provided an overview of the Project Management Group and its function of supporting the Project Manager 
role. Members currently include AS, NS, RL & RY and the monthly format has been working well. AS noted that 
minutes are sent to Executive members and made available online. All agreed the PMG was a good conduit for 
keeping members informed of progress and continuing momentum.  
 
Action HM – Continue planning PMG meetings as normal 

 
6. Morecambe Bay Cycle Way – Loops and Spurs Links  
 

HM updated members regarding a recent site visit with RT and Janet Barton from the Morecambe Bay 
Partnership. The potential loops and spurs from the existing Bay Cycle Way to Lancaster Canal were shared, it 



 

 

was noted that to fully link the canal many of the identified paths need to be upgraded to comply with the surface 
standard (mainly roads) of the existing route.  

 
MM asked if the loops and spurs would themselves become a Sustrans route on completion.  

 
This led to a general discussion regarding how the partnership refer to the Towpath Trail. AS noted that referring 
to it as a cycle trail is misleading as it will also be open to existing walkers. CH stated that utilising the term 
‘multiuser trail’ is also misleading considering horses aren’t permitted on many sections of the towpath. DG 
confirmed that horses need wider paths that often towpaths can’t accommodate. All agreed that the word trail 
implies that the Towpath Trail is intended to create a family friendly environment offering the maximum pleasure 
to the maximum number of people. CS also noted that utilising design to slow down cyclists will help to 
discourage commuter traffic and seconded avoiding the term ‘cycle route’. MM championed the importance of 
terminology in terms of how it begins to shape the identity of the trail and the end-product. MM recommended 
linking discussion to communications strategy.  

 
Action HM – Progress identified routes with Janet Barton. Find out if loops and spurs will also become a 
Sustran’s route.  

 
Action HM – Avoid use of term ‘Cycle Route’ replace with trail emphasis, build into communications strategy via 
LP.   

 
 
7. Arts Council BID – Oliver East Comic Commission  
 

Cllr Chris Hogg recommended the Project Manager contacted the artist Oliver East as a potential collaborator to 
support LCRP’s objective to interpret the Towpath Trail in a contemporary way, with links to established and 
relevant festivals such as the Lakes International Comic Fest in Kendal and Light Up Lancaster. HM fedback the 
conversations with LICF and Oliver East and presented an overview of Ollie’s work. HM requested time to submit 
an Arts Council application to secure Ollies time to deliver the following: 
 

• Research of the heritage/themes/stories of Lancaster Canal  
• Walk and draw the canal 
• Develop a Lancaster Canal comic  
• Produce canal comic (x500 copies) 
• Deliver workshops  
• Create a commission for Light Up Lancaster 

 
The partnership discussed the merits of this collaboration. Both NS & CS noted how it would be a timely project     
for Lancaster’s Canal bi-century celebrations and supports HLF requirements for creative engagement which 
reaches non-traditional canal audiences. MM recommended removing the Light Up Lancaster commission from 
LCRP’s application to reduce the application to under £15,000. By submitting an application under £15,000, 
LCRP will benefit from a quicker turnaround and the opportunity to link to Light Up Lancaster in a different way. 
There was general approval for HM’s request to use time to prepare and submit such a bid.  

   
Action HM – Progress Arts Council application  
Action HM – Contact Julie Brown from Light Up Lancaster 
Action HM – Send video link of Oliver East to members.  

 
8. Lynn Peglar – Communications Strategy Presentation  
 

Lynn Peglar presented a draft Communications Strategy.  
 

In addition to the outlined proposal shared with members, Lynn confirmed that the definition of the Towpath Trail 
will be included in the strategy and suggested creating a terms of reference document to establish appropriate 
terminology.  

 
Lynn answered questions from members regarding measuring PR success. LP confirmed that whilst most PR will 
be in conjunction with partner’s press teams, LCRP will be able to instigate their own PR and invite partners to 
contribute. Success will be reported via reports, usual statistics and monitoring outcomes such as raising 
awareness, winning support and building relationships.  

 
Lynn highlighted the Saltscape Trail in Northwich, a 15mile cycleway along the River Weaver. Lynn suggested 
organising a site visit with landowners to demonstrate what can be achieved.   

 



 

 

Action all – Send press officer / communication team contact detail to Lynn Peglar 
Action LP – Link HM with relevant C&RT Saltscape Manager 
Action HM – Meet with C&RT to discover lessons learnt and best design practice re path surface and stile 
choices.  

 
9. Any Other Business 
 

NS updated members about C&RT’s successful £500,000 application to Cumbria County Council’s Countryside 
Access Fund to restore Stainton Aqueduct. C&RT plan to apply to the Heritage Lottery Fund this year and expect 
stage two confirmation by January 2018. Applications to Dong Energy and Cumbria Community Foundation are 
also being prepared.  
 
Action HM – Attend the C&RT meeting on 17th January to provide Towpath Trail detail to support HLF 
application.   

 
10.  Future Executive Meeting Dates 

 
• Tue 11th April 2017  

Lancaster Town Hall  
10.30am start 

 
• Tue 11th July 2017  

Kendal, The Mintworks 
10.30am start 
 
 

11. Future Project Management Meeting Dates 
 

• Tuesday 14th February 2017 (possibly in conjunction with possible funding press launch)  
@ C&RT Galgate Office 
10am start 
 

• Tuesday 14th March 2017    
@ C&RT Galgate Office 
10am start  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


